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1. Research Summary and Thesis Formulation

As social media platforms become more open to automation, allowing businesses and government institutions to use bots to mediate online transactions and services, bots are becoming an increasingly important component in the power relations of the online communication sphere. The production and deployment of social media bots signal the emergence of new political economies that redistribute agency around new technological actors. This has implications for marketing, political action and even private lives. Yet, we have very little systematic knowledge about how bots are produced and the role of sharing code online and using a collaborative platform.

Automated social media accounts are often portrayed in the literature as actors that endanger social media platforms by spamming users, distributing malicious code or using fake profiles to create an artificial grassroots movement that support certain political goals. Many of the early publications documented efforts to detect automated Twitter accounts to prevent commercial spam or the distribution of links pointing to malicious websites (Chu et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2011; Song et al., 2011). The literature has also addressed a new class of more sophisticated social bots that can be described as “software agents mimicking humans” and more difficult to detect (Ferrara et al., 2016). These social bots could still have various intentions, or more specifically, they could have been programmed or deployed with different motivations. Stieglitz et al. (2017) recognized these nuances and differentiated between bots designed for malicious, neutral, and benign purposes. The broader literature on automated social media accounts includes papers on spambots (Chen & Subramanian, 2018, Cresci et al., 2017), bots promoting academic papers (Haustein et al., 2014), newsbots and chatbots used by the media (Diakopoulos, 2019; Jones & Jones, 2019), bots used in crisis communication (Brachten et al, 2018; Hofeditz et al., 2019) and in politics (Bastos & Mercea, 2019; Caldarelli et al., 2020; Ferrara, 2017; Howard, Woolley & Calo, 2018; Wooley & Howard, 2016a, 2016b), as well as anti-harassment bots (Geiger, 2016).

At the beginning of my PhD research project I wrote a paper about how open source Twitter bots were designed and how the code was published on GitHub (Kollanyi, 2016). GitHub is the largest online repository for shared computer code and for open-source developers it is the de facto solution for collaborating and sharing their work (Gousios et al., 2014). Therefore, GitHub is a good place to explore open-source codes for Twitter bots and the social arena around bot development.
There is a growing body of literature based on GitHub data that examines how developers use the collaborative code repository. This growing interest is explained in part by the availability of data, the availability of big data technologies for collecting and distributing vast amounts of data, and in this particular case, the emergence of methods for overcoming the limitations on data collection imposed by GitHub as an organization.

The goal of my PhD research project is to understand the practice of writing and deploying bots on Twitter. To understand current practices of bot development and use, I propose to bring together (1) an examination of bot codes available on GitHub, the largest online code repository, and (2) data on how human users communicate with the automatized social media accounts on Twitter, a platform where these bots are deployed. Thus, my research method combines data about automated accounts deployed on a social media platform with the source code behind those same bots – this provides a unique lens on bots and provides important insights about how they work.

Combining API-based, data driven research with a classic social science approach helps to understand current practices of writing for and deploying bots on online social media platforms. As part of my PhD research, I examined bot repositories on GitHub and conducted a survey with the same bot developers to gain further insights into the nitty-gritty of writing bot code, including the most important challenges during the development phase and major barriers to deploying and operating bots on Twitter over an extensive period of time. The survey results also shed light on the motivations behind creating automated social media accounts. I also studied how programmers deploy their bots on Twitter and how other, mostly human, users react to the bot activity. The final part of my thesis contributes to a typology of open-source social media bots by systematically examining bot codes shared on GitHub and the activity of some of these bots on Twitter in tandem.
2. Research Methodology

I proposed a novel way to study Twitter bots by examining both the open-source bot codes on GitHub and the bots deployed on Twitter. Traditionally, research projects have examined bots as black boxes and attempted to “reverse engineer” the algorithms behind automated accounts. Instead, I tracked bots to their source code on GitHub and connect the algorithm (code) running behind the bot to data about bot activity on a social media platform. By connecting these two data sources, I gained unique access to the inner “mechanics” of certain bots on Twitter, and I can test my findings about how algorithms built into the bots work on a large “real world” dataset.

The data collection for my dissertation is a four-step, often iterative process that includes initial data collection from GitHub via the website's APIs, a survey of bot developers, Twitter data collection, and more specific data collection from GitHub. These steps are designed to build on each other and therefore can only be done in a specific order.

I began my data collection by exploring how to access data from GitHub, the largest online code repository. The website has an API that allows one to search for specific keywords in the name and description of the repositories.

The result of this data collection was a large database of metadata downloaded from the website about bot repositories and about all developers who had at least one bot repository available on the platform.

After the GitHub-based data collection, I contacted the developers to ask more questions about the motivation behind bot development, the skills required, interaction with other developers, and the biggest challenges in developing a bot and deploying it on Twitter. The GitHub dataset collected during the first phase of data collection allowed me to extract the contact information of all developers who set their email address public on the platform. I used a paid online survey tool called Survey Gizmo, which allowed me to contact all developers by sending emails in mass.

Although some of the bot repositories include either a Twitter handle or a link to Twitter in the description or readme.md file uploaded to the repository, this is not always the case. Therefore, I decided to include a question in the survey asking developers to provide a list of the Twitter handles of the bot they use on Twitter. This way, I could link data about the developers on GitHub (including their bot repositories) to the bots deployed on Twitter. I also had survey data available for the bot developers.
The following list provides an overview of the four major data sets collected during the data collection phase of my research project:

**GitHub dataset**: Metadata about 19K open-source bot repository;
**Survey responses**: Survey results from 860 bot developers;
**Twitter dataset**: Data and metadata about 321 open-source bot repositories with paired source code on GitHub (500K tweets and metadata, including user engagement);
**Manual coding database**: Data about 321 Twitter bots – manually labeled.

3. Research Questions

The following section provides a list of the five research questions that I addressed in my PhD research project. These research questions are centered around two main themes. The first three research questions address the following more general questions: who are the developers behind the open-source Twitter bots and how do they develop these bots. The second set of questions focuses on the Twitter bots themselves and attempts to answer questions about how they work and how they produce tweet after tweet.

3.1. Research questions on bot developers

These questions are aimed at the bot developers both professional developers and non-professionals who are able to write code.

**RQ 1.1 What are the practices for code developing and sharing code for open-source Twitter bots? What are the most import reasons behind using GitHub as a tool for developing and sharing code?**

This question focuses on how developers use GitHub, such as how often they update their code, how much information they include for other developers, whether they receive support from other developers, etc. To answer these questions, GitHub provides access to almost all metadata about its repositories. However, for the question about the reasons for

---

1 Some developers only host their code on GitHub and do not use the platform for aiding the code writing process by keeping track of changes or asking for contributions from other open-source developers. This practice is often called as code dumping. My study both includes developers who practice code dumping and developers who actively use the a wide range of functions of the platform.
using GitHub and the motivations for developing a Twitter bot, I relied on survey data.

**RQ 1.2 How do developers acquire the skills needed to develop a Twitter bot? To what extent do these programming skills determine and facilitate the creation of Twitter bots?**

I start from the assumption (based on my preliminary findings) that developing bots requires programming skills, and that bot codes are developed by a large and diverse group of developers, including programmers with computer science backgrounds, social scientists, journalists and artists. At the same time, the development of bots, like open-source software in general, is increasingly decentralized, with actors relying on reusable code that can be adapted to more specific needs, and sharing knowledge accordingly. This is the scene I would like to explore with my next research questions.

There are a handful of different sources of information available about creating Twitter bots, from blog posts to university courses to a look at the available bot codes on GitHub. What are the most important sources of information for bot development, and what does a bot developer do when an unexpected problem arises? To answer this research question, I rely mainly on survey data.

**RQ 1.3 Is there a community of bot developers on GitHub? Or alternatively, is the code for various bots developed by lone developers?**

Although GitHub provides a platform for collaboration on projects involving multiple developers, my previous research suggests that nearly 90 percent of the bot code available on GitHub was developed or at least published by only one developer.

The repositories on GitHub do not only keep track all the changes made by developers who have access to the code but also record who contributed to the project by either writing code or simply reporting issues.

All of this data is publicly available for the repositories I examined and provides important insights into how widespread bot development collaboration is and whether there is an active community of developers on GitHub focused on bots.

3.2. Research questions on Twitter bots

**RQ 2.1 How do open-source bots generate, process and publish content on Twitter?**
What can we learn about Twitter bots by examining the source codes on GitHub and the activity of deployed bots on Twitter in tandem? By combining these two data sources, GitHub and Twitter, in a novel way, I can describe how open-source Twitter bots work (e.g., I can rely on the Twitter bios and account descriptions and the code published on GitHub). All of the above data can be collected computationally through the various APIs of GitHub and Twitter.

Do Twitter bots generate their own content? If so, how do these accounts generate their content, what are the main sources of information used? Some Twitter bots do disclose information about the sources they rely on, either in the bot’s bio on Twitter or in the tweets themselves. A good example for the latter is a link included in the tweet. However, the exact way these sources are accessed, processed, and how the bot generates content is often difficult or impossible to understand without looking into the code running behind the bot.

To answer this research question, I am also trying to quantify how much of the traffic generated by open-source bots on Twitter is original content, and how much of the content is simply retweets or quoting other Twitter accounts.

RQ 2.2 What is the life cycle of an open-source bot, and how much traffic is generated by a bot on Twitter during that time? What are the challenges of running a Twitter bot for an extended period of time, and why do bots get banned or become inactive on Twitter?

The life cycle of a Twitter bot can be defined in several ways. We can look at the time between the first and last tweet generated by the account on Twitter or calculate the time spent developing and occasionally updating the bot’s source code on GitHub. In most cases, these time periods overlap, but bot accounts are often suspended and sometime even redeployed with a different user handle by the developer. If the bot has a longer lifespan, code developers may need to address issues such as changes in how the Twitter APIs work or how the bot can access its sources (outside of Twitter). I am also trying to understand why some bots not working anymore. To figure out the main challenges, I rely both on studying dysfunctional or inactive bots on Twitter and on asking the developers themselves in the survey.
4. Results of the Thesis

My dissertation contributes to scientific knowledge about open source Twitter bots in two distinct ways. First, it provides a framework to study both the development and the use of open source bots on Twitter. Secondly, it explores the practices of developing open source bots and shed lights on the motivation behind developing Twitter bots, the long-term use of such bots including the challenges of running bots for an extensive period of time and the bots contribution to the Twitter eco-system.

I first investigated open-source bot development practices by examining metadata about bot codes shared on GitHub, the largest online code repository. After analyzing the available metadata about more than 19,000 Twitter bot repositories, I contacted developers who set their email address public on GitHub and asked about their motivations for developing a bot for Twitter and using the platform. In the same survey, I also asked questions about the challenges of developing and deploying a bot on Twitter and the ways in which they acquired the skills necessary to develop a bot. A large number of bot developers shared the Twitter username of their deployed bots - this gave me a unique opportunity to examine the source code of open-source Twitter bots along with the activity of deployed bots on Twitter.

Much of this thesis is concerned with developing a methodology for investigating the development of open-source software on GitHub. Working with digital platform data has its own limitations. In the case of GitHub repository data, the data contains very little information about the motivation behind a particular project, the challenges during development, or the communication related to the project outside of GitHub. On the other hand, answers to direct questions about the challenges during development based on surveys or interviews combine well with automatically collected metadata about the project.

The following section of the results chapter provides an overview of the most important findings in bullet-points style. In-line with the logic of thesis, the first part enlist the findings with regard to the development of the bots, mostly focusing on GitHub, and the second part sums up the findings about deploying and running the open-sources bots on Twitter.
A. Results about bot developers

A1. Based on an analysis of the source codes published on GitHub, it appears that Twitter bots can be programmed to perform a variety of functions and that is relatively easy to repurpose or adapt these bots to perform new tasks on Twitter. It can be argued that individuals and groups who do not have high-level programming skills or the means to pay for expensive IT services can easily use bots on Twitter, suggesting a democratization of these powerful social media tools. On the other hand, the survey results suggest that the vast majority of bot developers are programmers, as nearly 78 percent of bot developers have formal training in programming or computer science. This suggests that while developing a bot is not a super complex task, writing code and understanding other people’s code still requires some level of programming knowledge.

A2. The results presented in my thesis suggest that the overwhelming majority of bot code on GitHub was developed by a single author in a relatively short period of time. More than 40% of bot repositories were one-day projects, or in some cases these bots were developed outside of GitHub and the author only uploaded the final code to the platform (using GitHub as a code dump site). This suggests that GitHub is not being used to bring together different skill sets, connect developers from different geographic locations, or help existing teams share tasks, compared to more complex software projects.

A3. Interestingly, projects developed by more than one developer are maintained or developed longer, and these projects receive more engagement on average, such as stars from other GitHub users. About 9 out of 10 bot repositories developed by one author were not forked on GitHub – meaning that these repositories were not copied to enable further work on the code by using the platform. On the other hand, half of the projects developed by multiple authors had at least one fork. Single-author projects received about 1 star on average, while multi-author repositories received 9 stars on average. Finally, single-author projects were maintained for an average 134 days, while repositories developed by more than one author were maintained for 428 days. This could be explained by both the complexity of the code (more complex codes can break more easily) and the increased attention paid to these repositories.

A4. In addition to programming classes in school and looking up bot code on GitHub, the typical developer consults multiple sources when developing a bot for Twitter. The main sources of information were Q&A (question and answer) sites (e.g., a solution to a
specific problem) and blog posts (e.g., a step-by-step description of how to develop a bot). The fact that they prefer to solve their problems individually rather than turning to the developer community on GitHub is partly related to the structure of GitHub. Although the platform is designed to encourage collaboration and teamwork, individual developers for one-person projects do not have good opportunities to get input or help from other developers. The survey of bot developer on GitHub also found that bot developers often do not use the platform to contribute to other people’s repositories or reach out to developers. Using the site’s version control system, for example, is much more important.

A5. The survey results also suggest that bot developers use GitHub to gain exposure and build their careers. Especially for young developers, recognition and career building are among the top motivations for using the platform. Aside from having a good idea and implementing it, creating a bot seems to be a learning project for many developers. When I asked developers about the most important reason for creating a bot, the majority of survey respondents indicated that learning how the APIs work was a very important or important reason for starting a bot project. Interestingly, self-expression was much less important, and the vast majority rejected the idea that they were developing the bot to support a political cause. From background conversations with developers, it was clear that developers often post bot codes to their GitHub profiles to show that they have personal projects and are interested in programming outside of work.

B. Twitter-based results

Using the Twitter usernames provided by survey participants and the bot repositories owned by developers on GitHub, I was able to compile a list of 321 paired bot repositories. By querying each Twitter account via Twitter’s REST API, I was able to download and analyze nearly 500,000 tweets. I first compared this Twitter dataset with the data collected from GitHub. The registration time for bot accounts on Twitter and the estimated distribution of traffic generated by such accounts coincide with the creation of bot repositories on GitHub.

B1. The changes in the number of bot repositories on GitHub and the bot traffic studied on Twitter both suggest that there has been a dynamic expansion of bot activity over the past 6 years. This also suggests that the survey respondents represent the entirety of open-source bot developer quite well.

B2. By modelling the temporal distribution of tweets, I was able to provide
estimations about the volume of traffic generated by a sample of open-source bots. This is a methodological novelty and can be used in similar settings for analyzing the contribution from high-frequency tweeting accounts.

**B3.** The vast majority of content posted to Twitter by the open-source bots studied is original content as opposed to retweets or quotes of existing content. This is one of the most interesting findings of the study of bot activity on Twitter. Although the review of bot repositories revealed bot accounts that either only amplify other accounts (retweeting them automatically) or curate content posted on Twitter (e.g., only retweet content that contains certain keywords and has certain popularity level), most accounts would fall into the generative and transmitter bots categories. While generative bots generate their content based on code (e.g., images rendered based on an algorithm), transmitters use widely available web APIs to access content from other platforms, and then post the information (or content) to Twitter.
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